KANJI WRITING ANIMATION
Our Japanese language data and media files (images, sounds, animations, and To help you write kanji correctly, all our
kanji animations are hand-written in.

How to For kanji, you can choose from 4 different fonts, including the textbook font. Tegaki , Open Source
Chinese and Japanese handwriting recognition. Tanoshii Japanese , a site dedicated to making the learning of
the Japanese language a fun and enjoyable experience. You can also search using the English meaning. In
Quick Search, you can search by kanji, kunyomi reading by entering hiragana , onyomi reading by entering
katakana , but you can only input Japanese. Last update Projects are listed by chronological order of use. You
can watch animations showing how the kanji came about. Kanshudo , an online Japanese and Kanji learning
system. There are mnemonic hints which relate the kanji's components to the kanji's meaning. Kanji Colorize ,
a collection of stroke order diagrams ready to be used with Anki and the script that produces them from
KanjiVG data. You can search via onyomi on-reading , kunyomi kun-reading , English kanji meaning s ,
radical name, radical stroke number, radical English meaning s and kanji stroke number and so on. GeekJDict
, a text-mode Japanese dictionary with powerful input and lookup capabilities. IDSgrep , a kanji search
program in the spirit of grep. To search using romaji, please use the Advanced Search. Before using, by
looking at the User Guide , you can learn about how to use the site in detail. Imiwa , a multilingual Japanese
dictionary for iPhone and iPod touch devices. The System Requirements necessary to use the site are written
on-site, so please check them. You can search from a total of kanji. If you want your project to appear here,
please send a mail to our mailing list! Also, you can find out some other detailed information, such as the year
at which the kanji is taught in Japanese elementary schools and so on. This is a web-based tool to help
beginner and intermediate level Japanese language learners to read and write kanji. Kanji Draw , an Android
application that lets you lookup kanji by drawing them. Tagaini Jisho Japanese dictionary and study assistant.
For your selected kanji, you can see a stroke-order animation 1 , the kanji radical and an animation showing its
origins 2 , a mnemonic hint 3 which relates the kanji's components to the kanji's meaning, examples of use
with audio and English translations 4 and the meaning in English, the number of strokes. OBenkyo , an
android application to study hiragana, katakana and kanji. Japanese Kanji Study and Lookup , an Android app
that attempts to be a simple yet powerful application for looking up and studying Japanese kanji.

